
FILTRATION SOLUTIONS

what we do

Vacutech continuous duty central vacuum 
systems feature a two-stage filtration 
process utilizing both a custom pre-separator 
unit and one of our heavy-duty filter separators.

Air, dust, and debris enter the pre-separator 
where the debris is removed prior to the air 
and remaining dust entering the filter 
separator. While passing through the filter 
separator, the filter bags remove 99.5% of 
the remaining dust particles (larger than .5 
microns) allowing only clean air to be drawn 
through the fan. In addition, we offer an 
optional after filter prior to the air stream 
entering the fan.

Vacutech filter separators are available in three 
basic models and are configured either for 
combustible or non-combustible dust applica-
tions and feature a reverse pulse jet cleaning 
system. This system operates continuously 
while the vacuum is in operation. The timing 
of the cleaning cycles and the pulse length 
applied is adjustable and is integrated into 
the control panel. In addition, there is an 
“after work cleaning” feature built into the 
control panel that offers up to  five full cleaning 
cycles when the system is not in use. The  
filters empty into collection bins either directly 
by gravity, or as an option, through rotary 
airlock valves that run continuously while the 
system is in operation. As added protection 
each filter separator comes equipped with a 
pressure differential gauge that is wired to 
the control panel to sound an alarm when 
the pressure decreases (signaling a damaged  
filter bag) or increases (signaling a clogged filter).

Vacutech filtration experts will help guide you 
through a selection of available filter media 
designed for particular environments or partic-
ulate types. Also available is HEPA  filtration 
applied in line that will trap up to 99.97% of 
dust particles larger than .3 microns.

INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL

Powerful • Dependable • Guaranteed

powerful vacuum systems

In addition to our three basic models, we will also 
design and build custom pre-separators, filter 
separators, and after separators to fit your unique 
application. Vacutech engineers will work together 
with you to determine the proper size and filter media.

Options include: Cotton, polyester (for wet or 
humid environments,) polypropylene (for acidic 
environments) or other types as required.

Additional option: Final filtration separators 
utilizing HEPA grade filters.

INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL

Vacutech central vacuum systems meet all applicable OSHA, 
NFPA, and ATEX guidelines and regulations.

START YOUR CUSTOM  SYSTEM 

AND SOLUTION DESIGN TODAY

Contact Vacutech At:
(800) 917-9444 | info@vacutechllc.com | vacutechllc.com 


